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Preface

The Fifth International Conferenceon Precipitation
entitled "Space-Time Variability and Dynamics of
Rainfall" was held in Elounda, Crete, Greece, June
14-16, 1995. The central theme of the conference
was researchissuesrelated to the problem of linking
stochastic and dynamic descriptions of rainfall for
the purpose of modeling, estimation, and forecasting
over a large range of scales. In particular, emphasis

May-July 1991 they concludethat a major deficiency
of the model is its overestimation of rainfall by up to

30% and a bias in the simulatedposition of the rain
belt. Lagouvardos, Kotroni, Dobricic, Nickovic, and
Kallos employ two well-known models: the Colorado
State University regional atmosphericmodelingsystem

(CSU RAMS)and the operational(ETA/NMC)model

and by intercomparison explore the capabilities and
was placed on the following topics: (1) rainfall limitations of each model in simulating an extreme
dynamics, (2) space-timevariability and statistical event over Greece. Petroliagis, Buizza, Lanzinger, and
characterization,(3) linkagesbetweendynamic and Palmer evaluate the skill of the European Centre for

(ECMWF) ensemble
stochastic
descriptions,
and (4) applicationsof physical Medium-RangeWeatherForecasts
measures
and/orstatisticaltheoriesin thedevelopment
of rainfall predictionsystem(EPS) to provideconfidence
estimation algorithms. Following the tradition of the

of high-resolution rainfall forecastsand conclude that

previousfour conferences
(Caracas,Venezuela,1986; probabilistic rainfall predictions are less skillful than
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1988; Texas

Ai•M University,1991;Universityof Iowa, 1993), this

forecastsof other atmospheric variables.
In the second group of papers, on rainfall
relationships to atmospheric conditions, Eltahir and
Pal study the relationship between surface conditions

meeting aimed at fosteringinterdisciplinaryinteraction
among meteorologists, hydrologists, mathematicians,
and statisticians having common interest in basic and (described by the surface wet-bulb temperature)
and subsequentconvectivestorms (describedby the
applied rainfall research.
This issue of the Journal of GeophysicalResearch probability of occurrence of storms and the average

(Atmospheres)contains31 papers presentedat the

stormrainfall). They usetheserelationships
to examine

conference.These papers are grouped under five broad the potential impact of land cover changeson rainfall
topics, namely, dynamical modeling of rainfall, rainfall patterns in the Amazon region and the Columbia river
relationships to atmospheric conditions, statistical basin. Rauber, Laird, and Ochs III examine the
analysis of rainfall structures, stochasticand scaling magnitude and distribution of rainfall within trade
theories of rainfall, and remote sensing rainfall wind clouds east of the Hawaiian Islands and conclude
estimation.
that the efficiencyof these clouds in returning water
In the first group of papers, on dynamical evaporated from the ocean surface back to the ocean
modeling of rainfall, Georgakakos and Krajewski through rainfall is no more than 20 to 30 percent.
propose a kinematic-microphysical space-time rainfall Sioutas and Flocas examine the possibility of using
model which is computationally efficient and can environmental wind data (and especiallyvertical wind
be used for high-resolution(less than I x I km) shear) for assessingpredictability of the propagation,
in
rainfall simulation.
With randomized input and storm structure and evolution of thunderstorms
boundary fields, the model is used in a Monte-Carlo northern Greece. By comparisonof the propagation
mode to elucidate links between statistical
theories
of multicell and singlecell thunderstormechoesrelative
of rainfall and kinematic-microphysicaltheories of to the cell motion, mechanismsof new cell growth are
rainfall production mechanisms. Nakakita, Ikebuchi, also suggestedfor multicell thunderstorms. Mamassis
Nakamura, Kanmuri, Okuda, Yamaji, and Takasao and Koutsoyiarmisstudy the influenceof the prevailing
presenta physicallybasedshort-termrainfall prediction weather and atmosphericcirculation types to improve
model which tries to bridge the gap among scales rainfall prediction in terms of the probability of
of radar information, upper air observations, and occurrence and distribution of intense rainfall events.
numerical weather prediction and which promises They suggestthat the concept of weather types can
improved prediction over lead times of three to four feasiblycontribute to the estimationof the probability

hours. Liu, Avissar, and Giorgi evaluate the ability of occurrence of an intense rainfall event but not to the
of the regional model RegCM2 to predict anomalous quantitative short-time prediction of rainfall intensities.
In the third group of papers, on statistical analysis
precipitation. By simulation of the East-Asian flood of
of rainfall structures, Bacchi, Ranzi, and Borga
Copyright 1996 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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examine the spatial organization of rain cells in
storms and proposemethods for parameter estimation
of phenomenologicalcluster-type models of rainfall.

Skaugen,Creutin, and Gottschalkstudy relationships
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betweenthe fractionalcoverageof a catchmeritwhereit
rainsabovea giventhresholdand find that, for a range
of rainfall intensities,the ratio betweentwo fractional
areas of consecutivethresholdsis independentof the
actual value of the rain intensity and the size of the
considered catchmerit. They use these relationships
for the purpose of estimating extreme mean areal
rainfall. Gershunovand Michaelsenstudy climaticscale space-timevariability of tropical precipitation,
including seasonality,intraseasonalvariability and E1

They argue against multifractal representationsand
proposea lognormal model with a segmentedlog
spectrum. Kumar usestime-frequency-scale
analysis
to reveal essentialdynamicsof temporal rainfall which
are identified as coherent structures. He shows the
existenceof distinct scalesof variation identifiable with
rain cell and synoptic-scaleactivity and also argues
against the scale invariancehypothesisfor temporal
rainfall. Harris, Menabde, Seed, and Austin study
the relation of multifractal characteristicsof rainfall

Nino-SouthernOscillationanomalies.They find that

to physicalpropertiesof the landscape
(orography)
by

all coherent modes, despite having much of their
energyconcentratedaroundrather differentfrequencies,
show signs of interaction.
Cahalan, Wharton,
and Wu perform an empirical orthogonal function

analyzing 15s data over a transect from the base to
the divide of a mountain. They show a systematic
trend in the scaling exponents,indicating a decrease
in intermittency, the frequency of extreme values,
and smoothnessof the time serieswith increasing
altitude along the transect. Onof, Northrop, Wheater,
and Isham analyze British rainfall data for Taylor's
hypothesisand multiscaling and examine the ability
of Poisson-basedcluster models to reproduce selfsimilarity properties of rainfall. Tessier, Lovejoy,
Hubert, Schertzer, and Peckhold study rainfall and
runoff time series under the framework of universal
multifractalsand quantifythe scalingregimesand types
of scalingof these variables. They then try to relate
the low-frequencyrainfall seriesto the corresponding
river flow seriesvia a simplescalingtransferfunction.
Koutsoyiannis
andPachakisusenonlinearanalysistools
to analyze historic 15min rainfall data and synthetic
data generated by a stochastic self-similar model.
They find no substantialdifferencein the correlation
dimensionsof the synthetic and historic recordsand
no evidenceof low-dimensional
determinism,suggesting
that in many cases,simple stochasticmodels might
be adequate for describingthe nonlinear dynamical
properties of rainfall.

(EOF) analysison monthly mean precipitationand
temperature variability over the United States and
documentdeparturesof the observedEOF eigenvectors
from those of homogeneousmodels hinting to the
presenceof inhomogeneitieswhich need further study
to be associatedto physicalattributes.
In the fourth group of papers, on stochasticand
scaling theories of rainfall, Over and Gupta propose
a space-timeframeworkof rain by extendingdiscrete
independentand identically distributedmultiplicative
cascadespatial modelsto stochasticprocesses
indexed
by time and evolving in responseto an externally

specified non-stationary large-scaleforcing. The
anisotropybetween spaceand time dimensionsin the
model is shown to lead to the prediction of the
breakdown after a short time of Taylor's hypothesis
of turbulence, as empirically observed. Marsan,
Schertzer, and Lovejoy explore a space-time rain
model based on scaling dynamics, that is, the
model phenomenologycorrespondsto a cascadeof
structures with lifetimes depending only on the scale

of the
to the
and a
future

structures. They also study issuesrelated
In the fifth group of papers, on remote sensing
scaling anisotropybetween space and time rainfall estimation,Soman,Valdes,and North analyze
fundamentalasymmetry between past and radar echoesfrom Darwin, Australia, to determine
(causality). Perica and Foufoula-Georgiouthe time and length scalesof the precipitation

proposea scalingmodelfor spatialrainfall downscaling fields and evaluate sampling errors based on the

(that is, from large to small scalevariability) of

obtainedspace-timespectra. They find significant

midlatitudemesoscale
convective
systems. It is sampling
errorsof ashighas 65%for 24-hrsampling
based on evidenceof statisticalsimple scalingin

intervals. Gorgucci,Scarchilli,and Chandrasekar

standardizedrainfall fluctuationsand demonstration present a procedure to estimate absolute and

that the scalipgparameters
can be reasonably
well differentialattenuationat C-bandfrequencies
from
predicted
fromtheconvective
available
potential
energy dual polarizationradar measurements
and develop
(CAPE) in the prestormenvironment.C&rsteanuan algorithmto correctfor this attenuation.They
and Foufoula-Georgiouexamine the suitability of
independent-weight
multiplicativecascademodelsfor
temporalrainfall. They conclude
that generators
with
negatively
correlated
weightsprovidebettermodelsfor
temporalrainfall than independentcascades
and are
consistent
with an antisymmetrywhichis presentin
atmospheric
turbulenteddies. Veneziano,Bras, and

showthat attenuationcorrectionimprovesthe radar
rainfall estimatesbasedon Z-R algorithmsbut not
always the estimatesbased on dual polarization
algorithms. Fokianos,Kedem, and Short propose
a generalizedlogisticregression
model for statistical
analysisof multicategorical
time seriesand exploreits
applicability
to rainfallestimation
fromTropicalOcean
Niemarmexaminehigh-resolution
(5s)rainfalldatato and GlobalAtmosphere/Coupled
Ocean-Atmosphere
revisit the issueof self-similarity
and multiplicative Response
Experiment
(TOGA/COARE)data.Lovejoy,
versus additive model structure for temporal rainfall.

Duncan, and Schertzerreexaminethe classicalradar
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observer's
problem(of interpretingthe fluctuatingradar descriptions at smaller scales. Scaling theories of
echofromprecipitation)in light of multifractaltheories rainfall offer great promise on this problem, as they
and suggestthe need for new theories relating radar permit efficientparameterizationsover a large range of
measurements to rain.

They also argue that radar
speckleis a general consequence
of multifractal liquid
water/drop correlations.Krajewski,Anagnostou,and
Ciach present a simulation study that demonstrates
that both the physicsof the radar measurementprocess
and the processingof radar data can have significant
effectson inferred rainfall statistics (such as mean,
variance,covariance•and certain scalingparameters).
They caution rainfall researchers to consider this

scales. Another important problem to be addressedin
the future is the effect of rainfall space-timedynamics
and scale at which these are accurately predicted,
on the prediction of other hydrologic variables .via
land-atmosphere coupled modeling. Efforts should
also continueon improving radar and satellite rainfall
estimation based on new technologiesand also on
improved understandingof the physical and statistical
characteristicsof the rainfall phenomenon.

factor while developingnew rainfall theories based on
propertiesinferred from radar measurements.Li, Bras,
and Veneziano show that high brightnesstemperatures

was sponsored by the American Geophysical Union,
American Meteorological Society, and European

The Fifth International Conferenceon Precipitation

(typically associatedwith rainfall usingphysicaland GeophysicalSociety. It had the financial support of
statisticalmodels)can be causedby nonprecipitating the National ScienceFoundation, National Aeronautics
clouds and by wind. They develop a model to relate and Space Administration, Commissionon European
high brightnesstemperature to the fractional coverage Communities,and the Greek National Hail Suppression
of rain within a field of view and an empirical model
to relate fractional coverage to rain rate.
They
then apply their model to the estimation of rain

Program. The conferencemain social event was hosted
by the Municipality of Aghios Nicolaos, Crete. The

conferencewas attended by 120 scientists and had
rates in TOGA/COARE and Darwin storms. Tsonis, a large European participation (56 scientistsfrom
TriantafyllQu, and Georgakakosinvestigatethe ability Europe, 55 from the United States and Canada,
of satellite visible and infrared data to produce reliable and the rest from other cottatries). The organizers
daily rainfall amount estimatesto be usedin hydrologic (Eft Foufoula-Georgiou, University of Minnesota,
modeling for runoff prediction in large basins. Their
results show that differencesbetween rain gage and
satellite rainfall input, generate differences in flow
forecastsand upper soil water model-estimateswhich
are a function

of the antecedent

soil-water

conditions.

In a companion paper, Guetter, Georgakakos, and
Tsonis quantify these differences and conclude that
improvement of flow simulation by use of satellite

Minneapolis, and Anastasios Tsonis, University of

Wisconsin,Milwaukee) want to extend their thanks
to all the members of the organizing committee

(Roni Avissar, Ian Cluckie, DominiqueCreutin,
Mike Fritsch, Vijay Gupta, Demetris Koutsoyiannis,
Shaun Lovejoy, Roger Pielke• Jim Smith, Ezio

Todini),ex-officio
members(Konstantine
Georgakakos

and Witek Krajewski), and the members of the
rainfalldependson the basinscale(largerimprovement local organizing committee (Michalis Sioutas and
for larger basins). These conclusions
are based on ThemistocleXanthopoulos). Special thanks go to
analysis
of threebasins(2000to 14,000km2) in the DemetrisKoutsoyianniswho offeredinvaluablehelp
upper Des Moines River basin in the midwestern United

with the local arrangements.Also, specialthanksgo
to all the reviewersof the submittedpapersfor their
Overall, it can be said with certainty that unselfish
andpromptresponse
in providingconstructive
considerableprogresshas been made over the past and thoughtfulreviews. Pat Swansonofferedexpert
several years on rainfall modeling, estimation, and anddedicated
editorialhelp,fromthe conception
of this
States.

prediction. At the same time however, rainfall still
remains one of the hardest variables to accurately
predict in atmospheric models and one of the hardest
variables to quantitatively describeits complex spacetime dynamics and their connection to physical
properties of the storm environment. New rainfall

conferenceto the final productionof this volume. Alin

C&rsteanuand VenugopalVuruputurhelpedwith the

camera-readyproductionof two papersthat otherwise
would not have made the specialissuedeadline. We
extend our deepestappreciation and thanks to all the
agenciesthat madethis conference
and reprint volume
measurementefforts(e.g., the next generationradar, possibleand to all the peoplewho helped make it a
NEXRAD) promisethe availabilityof data whichwill great success. The Sixth International Conference on
be useful in further testing existing hypothesesand Precipitationis organizedby Roni Avissarat Rutgers
modelsand also connectstatistical and physicalrainfall and Jim Smithat PrincetonUniversityand will be held
parameterizations. A main effort in the next few years in Hawaii in the spring of 1998.
has to be made

to understand

the

limits

of rainfall

predictability as a function of space-timescaleand also
how this predictability can be enhancedby combining
physical descriptions at larger scales with statistical

Eft Foufoula-Georgiou
and AnastasiosTsonis
Guest Editors

